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Dorm 
costs 
viewed 
By Marjork Pizivto 
Students last in this (all's housing line 
may find themselves in dormitories they 
do not want or cannot afford, and will be 
unable to do anything about it. 
Some students with thin wallets might 
find only the Offenhauer towers, the most 
expensive housing, open to them. 
Quarterly room fees in the towers will be 
$275 or for single occupancy and $205 for 
two-man rooms. 
Robert Rudd, director of Residential 
Services, said the demand for the Of- 
fenhauer towers will be great enough 
that this probably will not happen, but if 
it does, he said students would have no 
choice but to take it. 
ON THE OTHER SIDE of the coin, 
students might find that only the older 
dorms are left, like Rodgers, Founders 
and Conklin. The older dorms will be $173 
per quarter with the newer Kreischer 
and Harshmanquads at $185 per quarter. 
Price differences are based on the 
relative age of the dorm, Rudd said. The 
older dorms have less overhead than the 
more modern facilities, he added, and 
the University is passing the savings on 
to   the   students   who   live   there. 
Signups begin today in Founders for 
housing contracts for next year. These 
contracts will be circulated to other 
dorms in the coming weeks. 
STARTING THE FIRST WEEK of 
May, seniors will be able to sign up for 
the dorms and roommates they want. In 
the second week, juniors will be able to 
come in while the last two weeks are set 
aside for sophomores. 
In a random survey students were 
asked if the Offenhauer towers were 
worth the extra money. 
Tim Ewlng, freshman (Ed.), feels 
they are not worth it. He said it's cheaper 
to live off-campus and he can get all the 
"extras" in the apartments. 
Cathy Ayers, freshman (A&S), thinks 
they are worth it, but she wants to be able 
to see them before she signs up. 
Wanda Wirtx, junior ted i. wants to 
move to the towers because she feels they 
will be much nicer than where she is 
presently living. 
Rick Turner, freshman i Ed.), thinks 
they will be more soundproof and better 
for studying, so they will be worth living 
in. 
Claudia Lomady, sophomore (Ed.), 
would like to see them first, but she feels 
that she would like to live there next 
year. 
Malcolm Brown, junior (Ed.), also 
wants to see them before he decides 
because he has heard there are 
recreational facilities in the towers and 
he wants to examine them. 
Mark McCalla, sophomore IA&S), 
says the Offenhauer dorms are too ex- 
pensive compared to off-campus housing 
and does not want to live there. 
Leslie Redmond, freshman (A&S), 
thinks they are great from the talk she 
has heard. 
John Martin, sophomore (B.A.), 
thinks the prices are too high and should 
be made comparable to off-campus 
housing. He noted, however, that Of- 
fenhauer is in a better location than 
Harshman, where he now lives, and 
which he feels is too far away. 
An 
Independent 
Student 
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Nixon to announce 
faster Viet pullout? 
jtf- 
N.wtpholo by J.D. Fimllrr 
The old stadium, which in the recent past 
has been used for offices and lab space, is 
being rapidly turned into a pile of rubble to 
make way for the new Business Ad- 
ministration Bldg. 
Skibbie seeks $4,500 in federal aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Nixon secluded himself with staff 
members yesterday in the final stages of 
putting together tonight's announcement 
of a new round of U.S. troop withdrawals 
from Vietnam. 
Although there is wide speculation he 
will announce an accelerated pullout, the 
White House kept strictly silent on what 
he will say as well as on recent unofficial 
estimates on the figures he would come 
up with. 
A year ago, the President did not 
reach a final decision until three hours 
before he announced it. 
SINCE THAT TIME, when he told that 
nation 150,000 troops would be pulled out 
in the year ahead, withdrawals have 
averaged about 12,500 a month and U.S. 
Military manpower in South Vietnam has 
declined to around 300,000. And the 
administration says it will come down to 
284,000 by May 30, the goal originally set. 
But from there on there was only a 
speculation as to numbers and with- 
drawal rates. Some guesses center on 
stepping up to 15,000 to 20,000 pull-outs a 
month. 
Sen George D. Aiken, (R-VU, said 
yesterday that in the past two weeks 
withdrawals have been pushed up to a 
rate 18,000 a month which will be made 
officially public tonight. 
HE ADDED that if Nixon retained 
that rate, the President "would get them 
all out sometime next year." 
Aiken      was      interviewed      by 
Metromedia Radio News. 
But White House press secretary 
Ronald I.. Ziegler stressed that in past 
months the 12,500 withdrawal rate has 
been an average rather than a steady 
pace. He said totals were below that 
figure in earlier months and above it in 
later stages. So in April, he said, the 
withdrawal was about 17,000. 
Since the President chose to announce 
an annual withdrawal figure a year ago, 
there were conjectures that he might do 
so again and come through with a figure 
of perhaps 200,000. And some reports 
have it that the number of American 
troops left as a residue in Vietnam would 
be down to 40,000 or 50,000. 
NIXON HAS SAID that some U.S. 
troops will stay in Indochina until Hanoi 
releases all U.S. war prisoners. 
But Nixon has voiced also his con- 
fidence that the South Vietnamese have 
demonstrated they can pretty -nuch 
"hack it," as he put it at a news con- 
ference, on their own. 
Nixon has said he was against making 
a unilateral deadline for a total with- 
drawal of the U.S. forces. 
Nevertheless, there has been some 
swelling of sentiment in Congress to 
name a date, polls have not been too 
glowing as to presidential popularity, 
and Nixon will be under continuing 
pressure from here on to wind up the 
war-with the 1972 presidential campaign 
in the offing. 
Court dismisses 
conservation bid 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A bid by con 
servationists to halt construction of the 
David-Besse nuclear power station near 
Port Clinton on the basis of an illegal land 
transfer was dismissed Monday in U.S. 
District Court here. 
Judge Ben. C. Green dismissed the 
suit of the Sierra Club and Citizens for 
Clean Air and Water because of the 
doctrine of sovereign immunity, under 
which the  Government refuses to be 
sued. 
Judge Green said under the doctrine, 
a lawsuit may not be maintained against 
the United States, which would involve 
the disposition of unquestionably 
sovereign property. 
THE SUIT ATTEMPTED to stop 
plant construction on the basis that the 
marsh. Lake Erie, and wildlife would 
suffer.  Other conservation groups have 
Fund hunt delays city police study 
By Glenn Waggoner 
Managing Editor 
Money. 
That remains the obstacle facing 
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie's proposal to 
launch an investigation into the problems 
of the city's police department. 
Skibbie announced plans for the study 
to City Council in January, after six full- 
time policemen and two auxiliary 
policemen were charged with burglary in 
September and January. 
City Council then appropriated $3,000 
for an investigation, and the Public 
Administration Service of Chicago was 
chosen to undertake the study-for a fee 
of $7,500. 
TO OBTAIN THE other $4,500 needed, 
the city applied for aid from the federal 
government. 
"If we don't get an answer in another 
month, I'll start looking for other funds," 
Skibbie said. 
The other funds would be an ad- 
ditional appropriation from City Council, 
"But I'd like to save the money if we 
can," Skibbie said. 
The application is now somewhere in 
transit among the various governmental 
agencies that must consider and approve 
the request for funds. 
"WE ONCE WAITED 12 months for 
an answer to a request for federal funds 
for sewer construction," the mayor 
noted. 
Mayor Skibbie said the delays to a 
decision on money for the police study is 
"a point in favor of direct grants to 
Primary elections will narrow 
list of student candidates 
communities from the federal govern- 
ment." 
Such a direct-assistance program 
from federal to local governments is 
currently being advocated by the Nixon 
administration in his revenue-sharing 
plan. 
"If we don't use the money properly, 
we could be held responsible to the 
citizens, because under such a plan we'd 
have discretion to use funds as we see 
fit," Skibbie said. 
"ALL I CAN DO now is point at 
Columbus and Washington if we don't 
have funds for a project," he added. 
When the police department in- 
vestigation does get underway, it's slated 
to study department size, testing and 
screening, and organization and strue- 
Student Body primary elections are 
being held today and tomorrow from 9 
ajn. to 5 pjn. in University Hall. 
The voting will narrow the student-to- 
the Board-of -Trustees candidates from 
11 to three and the student body president 
candidates from five to four. 
Also included on the ballot are a 
variety of questions designed to gauge 
student opinion on various issues, and 
another set of questions which will 
determine the fate of the different 
branches   of    the    Student    Body 
Organization. 
The Student Council (legislative 
and governing). Student Traffic Court 
(judicial-traffic), Student Court 
(judicial-general), and the executive 
branch of the Student Body Organization 
could be abolished or retained en masse 
or individually according to the wishes of 
the voters, according to Student Body 
President  Roger Coate. 
The balloting this quarter will return 
to the regular system with the students 
picking up their ballots at the polling 
place after showing their student iden- 
tification cards. 
Ballots last quarter were mailed to all 
students in an effort to avoid the slim 
voter turnout which has come to be 
characteristic of Student Body elections, 
less than eight per cent of the student 
community voted, however, and that 
system has been abandoned by the 
Elections Committee. 
Graduate students are eligible to vote 
in the elections. 
hire, among other factors. 
In January, the Mayor said he would 
implement two measures aimed at 
upgrading   the   police   department. 
ONE WAS THE USE of psychological 
testing to check for abnormal reactions 
in candidates for the department. 
The tests haven't been implemented, 
"because I've found there are some basic 
differences among experts concerning 
the effectiveness of such tests." 
So the Mayor is "holding tight" until 
their value is proven. 
The other measure, that has been 
implemented, is hav'ng the background 
of each candidate for the force checked 
by a member of an outside enforcement 
agency, rather than an officer of the city 
department. 
-Eco-tip-of-the-day- 
fought the plant on the basis that it was a 
health    hazard. 
The suit alleged that the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior had acted im- 
properly in turning over 533 acres of the 
Ottawa Federal Wildlife refuge, known 
as Navarre Marsh, to Toledo Edison Eo. 
and the Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Co., for 480 acres of Darby Marsh, near 
Camp Perry. 
The suit maintained that the 
secretary's decision to transfer land 
needed by the nuclear plant was subject 
to review under federal legislation known 
as the Administrative Procedure Act. It 
said if it were found that the secretary 
had overstepped his authority, he could 
be ordered to reconsider the exchange. 
JUDGE GREEN SAD) the complaint 
was "technically deficient" in that it did 
not show precisely the alleged limitations 
upon the secretary's authority and the 
manner in which the secretary acted in 
contravention of his authority. 
He said the dismissal does not stop the 
conservationists from bringing in a 
"proper action," but said, "they must 
show what limitation there was on the 
secretary to make the transfer." 
The conservation groups said the land 
transfer failed to take into account the 
importance of the Navarre Marsh as a 
north-south flyway for migratory birds, 
and also the proximity to walleye 
spawning grounds on Lake Erie. 
JEROME S. KALUR, of the Sierra 
Club's  legal action  committee,  said 
Judge Green's decision would be read 
carefully, then consideration would be 
given for an appeal. 
Mrs. Evelyn Stebbins, chairman of 
the Citizens for Clean Air and Water, said 
the Sierra Club's legal action committee 
is preparing a brief on behalf of her 
group to appeal granting of the plant's 
construction permit 
Don't burn leaves, grass, or other organic waste materials. Bury 
them in your yard or garden instead. 
This will eliminate a source of air pollution and, since dead leaves and 
other organic wastes are natural fertilizers, they will improve the fer- 
tility of your garden at no extra cost to you, and without harmful syn- 
thetic fertilizers. 
-Benjamin Marvin 
BSs^^KH 
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bury council 
Although The News doesn't normally condone killing or 
violence ot any sort, members ot the student body should 
take the opportunity afforded them today and tomorrow to 
lay to rest an organization that has been critically III for 
several years. 
The Student Body organization-with the exception of a 
few widely-scattered committees-has been noted more for 
its Inaction than Its action for the past two years. 
Student Council meetings have been characterized by 
rhetorical discussions which accomplished little-despite 
numerous efforts to cut out pompous formalities and 
"make It relevant" (whatever that is). 
The fault is not entirely with the individuals involved. 
By the mere nature of the University power structure 
and lines of authority, it is doubtful that any student 
organization could be very effective in attempting to 
wedge into the lines of power. 
As The News has said time and time again, the 
University must now work toward a Community Council 
concept of governance in which all facets of the campus 
work together In making decisions. 
Although the effectiveness of even this form is 
somewhat questionable, it alone has the most potential for 
establishing effective lines of communication. 
On the ballot, you will have the opportunity to vote on 
the abolishment of each branch of the student body 
organization individually. 
We recommend that only the executive branch-the 
presidents and vice presidents-be retained. This is 
necessary purely for administrative and coordinating 
duties surrounding the student body organization budget 
and the vast numbers of University and student com- 
. mittees. 
Student government per se is dead. It is ridiculous to 
continue the masquerade any longer. 
just invasion? 
I he day has finally come when Americans can leave 
their doors open and discard their house keys. At least 
they might as well due to the Supreme Court's recent 
decision allowing government agents to use Informers to 
hide radio transmitters in the homes of narcotics suspects. 
The agent does not even need a search warrant when he 
is Invading the privacy of a "suspect" because there will 
have been no invasions of the suspect's "constitutionally 
justifiable expectations of privacy." 
The Supreme Court's definition of justifiable ex- 
pectation of privacy is hardly In accordance with 
justifiable human rights and the privilege of privacy in 
one's home. 
The transmitting of conversations of guilty or non- 
guilty narcotics suspects will give government agents the 
responsibility of distinguishing between what they con- 
sider relevant or irrelevant to conviction. 
Will harmless everyday expressions be determined in 
the wrong manner? 
This shameful abuse of freedom by the Supreme Court 
currently involves narcotics suspects only. It should be 
interesting to see how long It will take the court to include 
all suspects of all crimes In this "justifiable Invasion." 
wr man hopp 
the sensuous 
opinion 
civil or barbaric 
grandfathe 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columniit 
Being a little on the shorts, I decided to write a bestseller. It isn't difficult. You 
simply study the current literary tastes of America by reading the bestseller lists. 
Then you write one. 
Mine was entitled, "The Son of Sensuous Woman & Sensuous Man." It was about 
this kid who was hung up on whipped cream. But my publisher, Graspar Grommet, 
rejected it, 
"The American public doesn't want to read about the wages of sin," he explained. 
"Sin alone is good enough for them." 
. I changed the title to "The Sensuous Grandfather." It's about this older gentleman 
who turns young ladies on by squirting whipped cream in their ears. 
"Great!" cried Grommet. But put in some technical information. People are 
embarrassed to buy a book that appeals solely to lust." 
So I included some diagrams of ear lobes and Eustachian tubes and called it, "Ali 
You Wanted to Know about Sensuous Grandfathers, but Were Afraid to Ask." 
Grommet was happy. "You've nailed the lust market," he said. "But what about 
gluttony?   Cook books sell like crepe suiettes." 
I had the grandfather squirt only half the whipped cream in the young lady's ear. 
With the other half, he created Meringue a la Peoria and other exciting recipes. 
"Now," said Grommet, rubbing his hands, "if you can work in some fear. Look at 
'Unsafe at Any Speed' or 'Future Shock.' Show me a book that scares you out of your 
wits and 111 show you a bestseller." 
Again I rewrote. Now the grandfather squirted whipped cream from an aerosol 
can that could blow up at any minute while riding in a car with dangerously defective 
windshield wipers. He was a symbol of our decaying civilisation, (cq) spelled with an 
few 
Grommet frowned. "But will the reader be better off financially fw buying this 
book? No, bell Just be out |6.w. You've got to tell him how to get rich while he's 
waiting for the end of the work). Greed, that's what sells." 
"If I knew how to get rich," I said glumly, "I wouldn't have to slave away at the 
typewriter telling people how to do it." 
But the revisions were worth it. The grandfather's now a stockbroker who drops 
Dps on how he turned $3.98 into one of America's great fortunes. 
I mailed the manuscript to Grommet and confidently dropped by later, expecting 
to pick up a fat check. He was scowling. 
"Do you think we publishers cater only to lust, gluttony, fear and greed?" he said 
angrily. "The fact that 'Love Story' is the number one bestseller proves we appeal as 
well to the finer Instincts In the reading public - like mawkish sentimentality." 
So I stole the beat scene out of 'Love Story." Grommet Joyously says we've got a 
runaway bestseller on our hands - one that captures the essence of current American 
literary taste. 
Watch for It. It's called, "Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Sensuous 
Grandfathers who Enjoy French Cooking in Their Unsafe Cars while Making a 
Million in the Stock Market in Their Spare Time as the World Goes to Pot but Were 
Afraid to Ask." 
In the end, the tirl dies. 
Dr. Ross J. Miller 
Guest Columnist 
Even more shocking than the My Lai 
massacre itself is the response of many 
Americans to the Judgment against the 
best known participant in that event: Li. 
William Calley. 
Two aspects of this response raise 
serious moral questiou. The first arises 
from the "scapegoat" theory which 
views the army's prosecution as a means 
of diverting attention from the grosser 
Immoralities of Calley's superiors. In an 
expanded form the scapegoat theory 
implicates others as well. 
My Lai was not an Isolated incident. 
Other Vietnam veterans are confessing 
to behavior akin to Calley's. This is the 
kind of war, they are saying, in which 
such things take place, and if Calley is a 
war criminal, so are many American 
soldiers in Vietnam. And if this is a war 
whose very nature requires war crimes 
then the great burden of guilt falls on 
those conducting the war in Saigon and 
Washington. 
Neil Sheehan, for three years a 
Vietnam correspondent for the N.Y. 
Times, in a review of thirty-three books 
on the war (N.Y. Times, March 28), 
reaches such a conclusion: "If you credit 
as factual only a fraction of the In- 
formation assembled here about what 
happened in Vietnam, and if you apply 
the laws of war to American conduct 
there, then the leaders of the United 
States for the past six years at least, 
including the incumbent President 
may well be guilty of war crimes." 
Whether one uses the rules of the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions or merely 
quotes the directives of Army Field 
Manuals, the prosecution of the war, 
especially as it affects civilians, makes 
war criminals of those involved. 
If we accept Sheehan's judgment, the 
scapegoat theory may be somewhat 
understandable. If the rules are not 
followed at the top, how can one expect 
compliance at lower levels? How 
hypocritical to condemn a soldier for 
killing civilians when such killing is 
common to the overall conduct of the 
war. 
The army, of course, denies any sucb 
policy.       A   soldier   must   exercise 
discretion,   protecting   the   innocent. 
Murder, according to army regulations, 
is quite distinct from killing the enemy. 
HAVE THIS STRANGE FEELING I'M BEING FOLLOWED 
IN AMERICA, COULD IT. .?' 
BUT THAT COULDNT HAPPEN 
Lt. Calley ignored this distinction, said 
his tribunal, and engaged in wanton 
killing. These procedings should have 
restored confidence in a civil military. 
But those with the scapegoat theory are 
not convinced. And if these critics are 
right, if Lt. Calley is merely a pawn in a 
rigged evil game, then the man of con- 
science had better steer clear of "civil" 
war rhetoric and stay out of the game 
entirely. 
Another alarming feature of the 
response to Calley's verdict is what it 
reveals in the protestors. Despite his 
conviction by a tribunal of military men 
(not by a panel from Another Mother for 
Peace as the uproar might lead one to 
believe) for despicable crimes, Lt. Calley 
is something of a hero who "tried to do 
his duty." 
Veteran's groups, state legislatures, 
and draft boards have Joined the protest. 
"Free Calley" is the cry of rallies, and of 
phone calls, telegrams, and letters to 
national leaders. Sales of "The Battle 
Hymn of Lt. Calley" totaled over 200,000 
in three days last week. Many of those 
supporting Calley seem to feel that 
civility should have no place in an army. 
A national officer of the American 
Legion fears that the court martial might 
make American soldiers "hesitant in 
pulling the trigger." Many of those 
urging pardon are not denying his part in 
killing civilians at My Lai. They are 
arguing that those acts can be un- 
derstood as part of his duty as a faithful 
soldier. The appeal is not for mercy, but 
for approval. Thousands of Americans 
seem to be saying that Incidents like 
those at My Lai are acceptable, and it is 
possible that the President may confirm 
this interpretation of the war by in- 
tervening in the case. 
If the war Is being pursued with 
barbarian mentality, we must protest, 
hawk and dove alike. But what if many 
of our compatriots applaud this bar- 
barity? Perhaps we stand in a crowd not 
unlike that which some 2000 years ago 
called for the release of a convicted 
criminal,  Barabas. 
news Lerrers 
transportation and parking problems 
I have the honor to reply to an 
editorial column which you published In 
your April 2 edition which was written by 
Mr. Dan Warfleld. 
I must say at the onset that I do whole- 
heartedly agree with Mr. Warfield's 
comments concerning the parking 
situation here at Bowling Green. I should 
like, however, to interject several ad- 
ditional notions. 
Mr. Warfield's criticisms of the often 
arbitrary and conflicting policies of the 
Parking Services administrators is 
especially in order. These policies have 
far too often been wasteful, unac- 
commodating, and in several cases, 
actually contemptable to those whom 
Parking Services is charged to serve. 
I do however see several weaknesses 
in Mr. Warfield's proposals. First, the 
use of automobiles by on-campus 
students seems for the most part to be 
unnecessary. If this is the case, then I 
should recommend that the present 
policies be continued with respect to this 
group of drivers. It has been my ex- 
perience that vandalism is  the  most 
serious problem of the on-campus driver. 
This problem can and should be solved 
by Campus Security. 
Second, any so-called "solution," to 
Bowling Green University's parking 
problem Is of only a short-run nature. 
The ultimate solution is the elimination 
of the need for automobiles on campus. 
It might be remembered that earlier this 
year a "Falcon Transit System," was 
attempted in Bowling Green. This 
venture seems to have failed. But why? 
Like most such ventures it was not, in 
my opinion, approached In the proper 
manner. The routes served were not 
those offering the greatest possible 
demand, nor did the bus operate on a 
schedule convenient to the greatest 
possible number of students. Additional 
information concerning where and when 
and how to obtain transit was not readily 
available. More Importantly, however, 
the financial base of the system was 
insufficient. 
I believe it would be rational for this 
University to (as Kent State has done) 
operate   a   transit   system   for   the 
University and municipal communities. 
This University can develop an ef- 
ficient transit system, one which will 
offer convenience and serve the best 
interests of the entire community. In 
support of the system the University 
could charge a fee from all students on a 
quarterly basis. In addition, support 
might also be enlisted from the city, 
county and state, all of whom would 
benefit from the system. 
In conclusion, it seems to me, that we 
approach folly by planning for 
tomorrow's problems with today's 
solutions. This community is disturbed 
about pollution and many of us are In- 
convenienced by the lack of tran- 
sportation or the lack of parking 
available. 
As I see lt, the use of automobiles on 
this campus Is undesirable. Planning for 
the continued use of automobiles through 
the construction of new facilities to park 
them is only complicating this problem 
for the future. 
What would be a better long-run 
solution than to plan for the elimination 
ot automobiles from BGSU? This is not 
to say that some form of short-run plan is 
unnecessary, but that further planning 
for automobile use should be sup- 
plemented by planning for a more ef- 
ficient means of transit. 
John J. Riccardi 
former Student Traffic Court Justice 
450 South Enterprise St. 
woman's struggle 
In regards to Craig Taliaffero's letter 
of March 31. 
Women should not have to justify their 
struggle, especially to unsympathetic 
men. We are smart enough to realize 
oppression and fight it. We don't need 
men to tell us lt isn't there when we can 
feel it. If Craig cant understand this it Is 
because he Is not a woman. We are 
women, we do feel it, we don't like it, and 
we will continue. 
Vicki Knauerhtie 
423Vt E. Court St 
studies seminar 
This quarter seven faculty members 
are jointly offering a public lecture series 
and an Experimental Studies seminar 
entitled "Alternatives." Our Intention is 
to present and explore some of the more 
radical or substantial alternatives to the 
social problems, the crisis of values and 
the technocratic indifference of our 
society. 
The lecture series is open to the public 
and is held Monday nights at 8 p .m. in 115 
Ed. Bldg 
In the introductory lecture, I explored 
the twentieth century crisis of values, 
emphasizing the view, which I share, 
that lt Is in fact a crisis of consciousness 
and awareness, and that a shift in at- 
titude toward values, a new or higher 
consciousness, will be fundamental to 
any social rebirth of lasting consequence. 
Future programs in the serial are: 
Lawrence Daly, History, "A Wandering 
Aramaean... "an examination of certain 
Hebrew prophets and early Christians as 
an historical parallel to our current 
situation (April 12); William O. Reichert, 
Political Science, "Michael Bakunin on 
Freedom and Power," concerning 
aspects of anarchist-libertarian theory 
(April 19); myself on "Hermann Hesse 
and the Journey to the East" (April 16); 
Douglas Daye, Philosophy, "Zen and 
Meditation (May 3); Carlos C. Drake, 
English, "Contemporay Utopian Com- 
munities" (May 10); and Trevor Phillips, 
Education, "Alternative Ways to 
Educate" (May 17). 
While this list hardly exhausts all 
possible alternatives of Interest to 
students (we have not Included, for 
example, ecology, psychedelic!, 
minority problems, or the need for a 
humanized technology), it does cover 
social and political activities, toner 
spiritual development, and the role of 
exemplary individuals. We hope that the 
series will generate further programs of 
a similar nature next academic year. 
Please come. 
Robert Galbreath 
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^ Plan aids non-public schools 
Nixon seeks education fund 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Nixon asked 
Congress yesterday to con- 
solidate 30 aid programs in a 
$3-bilUon special education 
revenue-sharing fund to 
broaden federal assistance to 
non-public school pupils. 
In the last of his six 
messages on revenue-sharing, 
Nixon said the education plan 
would spur innovation, 
enhance educational planning, 
increase accountability, 
provide new flexibility and 
Improve evaluation of the 
effects of federal aid to 
elementary and secondary 
Primary 
elections 
The primary student body elections for a representative to the Board 
of Trustees and student body president will be held today and 
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in University Hall. Students must 
present a student ID in order to obtain a ballot. 
Moore explains new set-up 
By Terry Cochran 
Issue Editor 
President Hollis A. Moore 
told Faculty Senate yesterday 
that he plans to suggest a 
student fee hike to the Board 
of Trustees. 
Dr. Moore said the fee 
raises would be necessary to 
make up for a deficit in the 
University's budget in the 
coming biennium. 
The Chancellor of the Ohio 
Board of Regents had 
suggested a $20,700,000 budget 
for BGSU, he explained, but 
Gov. Gilligan reduced that 
figure to $16,300,000. 
At the same time, Dr. 
Moore said he will also ex- 
press to the trustees his op- 
position of the governor's Ohio 
Plan, in which a graduate 
would be forced to repay the 
$3,000 tax subsidy he received 
for his education in Ohio. 
The president also told the 
senate that the primary 
purpose of his proposed ad- 
ministrative re-organization 
plan is to aid in furthering the 
central academic purpose of 
the University. 
"Academic growth should 
be paramount in the 
University community," 
Moore said. "We have been 
working on the first steps of a 
plan to carry this concept 
forward." 
The President has called 
for the reorganization of top 
administrative posts into six 
top positions: President, 
provost and four vice- 
provosts. 
He explained that the 
changes would be made in 
order to better deal with the 
primary academic affairs 
through the limitation of daily 
administrative matters. 
He said the reorganization 
would make it possible for the 
president to become  "more 
deeply involved with people, 
know where the University is 
going, and try to help". 
The president felt that as a 
necessary result of growth 
here, many academic affairs 
have been taken over by those 
in non-academic or 
operational areas. As a result 
of a freeze now imposed on 
state university growth, the 
reorganization plan would 
bring academic decisions 
back into the hands of those 
with directly     involved 
students, he explained. 
In other Faculty Senate 
activity. Dr. Michael Moore, 
chairman of the Ohio Faculty 
Senate, said the statewide 
organization is beginning to 
break out of its "broad 
spectrum of activities". 
He cited one of the results 
of this work as being the 
Senate's Statement 
Academic Freedom 
Responsibility. 
on 
and 
University Theatre will present 
'Roshomon' as grad thesis show 
Seniors begin project 
with workers banquet 
The Senior Class will 
initiate its gift project, 
"Senior Challenge", with a 
banquet next Wednesday for 
volunteer workers. 
The program, which is 
similar to the one established 
last year, urges seniors to 
pledge a donation, payable 
over a five-year period that is 
invested through the BGSU 
Foundation, Inc. 
This year, a class gift of 
$36,000 is being sought from 
seniors. The money will be 
used for ecological projects 
around the University, {or a 
book collection in the library, 
a sludy of "creative housing" 
needs at the University, and a 
"seed fund" for the 
development of a Performing 
Arts Center. 
Half of the collected funds 
will continue to be invested by 
the  foundation  until   1991. 
Then the entire fund will be 
presented to the University at 
the 20th anniversary reunion 
of the class of 1971. 
Tht funds will then be used 
for University needs and will 
be allocated by the class gift 
fund committee in co- 
operation with the University 
Alumni Association. 
Seniors will receive 
literature in the mail this 
week detailing the various, 
facets of the program. 
The University Theatre 
will present "Raehomon," a 
play by Fay and Michael 
Kanin, April 14 through IB, in 
the Joe E. Brown Theatre. The 
production is the graduate 
thesis show for 1971. 
The director, Donald 
Kardux, and the designer, 
Gerald J. Janesick, will blend 
the theatre styles of American 
realism and the classic 
Japanese Kabuki. The theatre 
will be partially converted 
into a Kabuki-style playhouse 
for the Kabuki dancers of the 
production. 
Rashomon was the city 
dump where the people of 
Kyoto placed all types of 
garbage. The story is set in 
Japan, where over one 
thousand years ago the gate of 
Rashomon stood on the out- 
skirts of Kyoto. It is thiough 
this gate that the story is 
The INDUSTRIAL ED. 
and TECH. ASSOCIATION 
IS HOLDING A BUSINESS MEETING 
In 107 Hannn Hall 
At 8:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, APKIL 7th 
Student Education Association 
and 
Council for Exceptional Children 
Present 
Mr. Robert Fisher 
Ohio Teacher of the Year 
7:00 p.m. tonight 
220 Math Science 
Everyone is invited 
Dill 
Jewelers 
presents 
£&rn6>/o/a (jZkam 
Fleurette 
Catch a sparkle 
from tho morning sun. 
Hold the magic 
ot a sudden breeze. 
Keep those moments tlive. 
They're yours lor a lifetime 
with a diamond 
engagement ring from 
Orange Blossom. 
Dill 
Jewelers 
129 S. Main 
schools. 
The proposed $3-billion 
fund, to contain $200 million in 
new money, would be 
distributed to states and local 
governments on the basis of 
population for aid to disad- 
vantage students, the han- 
dicapped, vocational training, 
districts near federal In- 
stallations, and for books and 
other educational equipment. 
ALTHOUGH PROVIDING 
no details, Nixon said his 
education fund would con- 
siderably broaden "the 
authority for extending aid to 
students in non-public schools. 
"Non-public school 
students would be counted in 
the reckoning of population for 
purposes of allocation, and all 
forms of educational services 
would be available to them," 
he said. 
Students in parochial and 
other private schools are now 
eligible for federally funded 
education services on a 
limited basis. 
With the exception of 
money for disadvantaged 
children, states would ad- 
minister the other spending 
categories of the President's 
plan, relying on a broad 
statewide blueprint shaped 
with citizen participation. 
DISADVANTAGED 
STUDENTS would receive the 
largest portion of the fund, 
$1.53 billion in the first year. 
Other allocations would in- 
clude $180 million for the 
handicapped, $420 for so 
called impact aid to districts 
with large numbers of 
federally-employed families, 
$360 million for vocational 
education, and $510 million for 
textbooks, educational 
equipment and other sup- 
porting materials. 
revealed - a simple story 
■ about a murder and a rape. 
The questions of truth in 
"Rashomon" take on new 
relevance with the current 
crop of court cases blanketing 
the news media. 
All performances are at S 
p.m. Tickets are available at 
the University Hall box office 
from 11 a.m. through3:30p.m. 
starting April 12, and also at 
7:00 p.m. on performance 
nights. 
Telephone reservations 
can be made at 372-2719. 
Admission is 25 cents for 
University students, 50 cents 
for high school students and 
$1.50 foradults. 
Black awareness       Classes to be held 
cited by speaker       on Good pri<jay 
"The black family is un- 
dergoing a revolution - black 
thought and black attitudes 
have gone from a period of 
Jim Crowism to a period of 
new awareness," stated Dr. 
Alvin Lewis of the family and 
child development depart- 
ment at Kansas State 
University. 
Speaking here as a guest of 
ethnic studies and the home 
economics department, Dr. 
Lewis said that the black 
family is in a period of change 
and that black youth are the 
prime motivating factors. 
"Black people have un- 
dergone and are undergoing 
tremendous changes. They 
are not thinking like they were 
even five years ago," Dr. 
Lewis said. 
There is nothing short of a 
revolution going on today," he 
explained. Dr. Lewis said 
revolution can be defined as a 
gradual and progressive 
change in one's throughts and 
attitudes. 
DR.   LEWIS,  WHO SAID 
HE envisions a cultural 
revolution within the black 
community, believes that 
blacks are in the process of 
adopting a new value system. 
He said blacks have begun 
to realize that they as well as 
whites can be right. "We're 
saying for the first time that 
kinky hair, black skin, and 
black speech pattern: are just 
as good if not better - in some 
cases - than white charac- 
teristics," he said. 
Dr. lewis explained that 
black culture has been 
destroyed by both inner and 
outer forces - satisfied blacks 
and members of the white 
community. 
He added that young blacks 
are beginning to glorify their 
blackness and Judge them- 
selves by black instead of 
white standards. 
"We are like a man 
awakening from a long sleep - 
it's something worth fighting 
for, striving for, working for 
and dying for," he said. 
The University Administration yesterday reaffirmed 
that classes will be held on Good Friday, April 9, but in- 
dicated students wishing to attend religious services could 
obtain excused absences from classes. 
The statement came in response to a petition bearing 
700 signatures which was presented to President Moore 
earlier this week. Circulated by residents of Mooney Hall, 
the petition called Friday "a time of soul-searching and 
prayer"and called for the cancellation of classes. 
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president of academic af- 
fairs, asserted that although classes will meet, students 
who miss classes to attend religious services Good Friday 
afternoon, or travel home for evening observances or 
celebration of Passover, can be officially excused from 
classes. 
"Dean of Students Raymond Whittaker has assured me 
that students need only report the reason for absence to 
his office in order to be officially excused," he explained, 
"which means that they will be authorized to make up 
missed work or examinations." 
"No student should be unable to follow the dictates of 
his or her conscience in observing these holidays, and no 
student will suffer any penalty for doing so," Dr. Coffman 
said. 
BOWLING 
LEAGUES 
INTERNATIONAL 
WEEK 
April 19-25 
Men:   Tues. April 13 
7:00 
Coed: Wed. April 14 
7:00 
Sign up 
individually 
or   couples 
CONNIE   DOES THE FUNKY LOOKS 
Get a groove on and get into a new 
kind of fun 'n funky 2   footgear. A. 
Brown buckled suede on cork sole, $15. 
B. Tan lye dyed ghille on cork sole, 
cut-out heel; $15. C. Heavy-heeled can- 
vas oxford, blue or beige, $15. 
LASALLE*S 
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Soviets continue 
conciliatory tone 
v 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
White House Kremlinologists 
■re heartened that Soviet 
leaden at the current Com- 
munist Party congress in- 
dicate they seek a relaxation 
of International tensions-at 
least for a period. 
A well-placed source said 
speeches by Soviet party chief 
Leonid Brezhnev and Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko 
were notably more con- 
siliatory than Washington had 
expected. 
The White House, he said, 
had anticipated hard-line 
speeches on international 
affairs that would be tailored 
mainly for Soviet con- 
sumption . 
He emphasized, however, 
the remarks at the meeting 
indicate to White House of- 
ficials the Soviets may want to 
"cool it" internationally for 
the present at least. 
THE SOVIETS face con- 
siderable economic dif- 
ficulties at home and some of 
their observers here believe 
this may account for the 
relatively moderate speeches 
by Brezhnev and Gromyko. 
Brezhnev told the opening 
session of the party congress 
last Tuesday that while 
critical of American 
"aggressive actions" in In- 
dochina and the Mideast, "We 
proceed from the assumption 
that it is possible to Improve 
relations between the Soviet 
Union and the United States." 
He added that Soviet policy 
"Is consistently and fully to 
practice the principles of 
peaceful coexistence, to 
develop mutually ad- 
vantageous ties, and to 
cooperate, with states 
prepared to do so," including 
the United States. 
BREZHNEV'S     SPEECH 
was followed later in the week 
by a statement from Gromyko 
advising President Nixon to 
take seriously the party 
chief's words. 
At the moment, 
Washington is watching a 
number of fronts on which the 
Soviets could back up words 
with deeds: In the Middle 
East; at four-power talks on 
the status of Berlin; and at the 
strategic arms limitation 
talks in Vienna. 
Subcommittee hears 
Railpax plan defense 
Dropping in 
Ai»ocitH«d Pr«ti W,,.photo 
Black clouds of smoke rise from the burning 
ammunition dump near Kompong Cham, 
Cambodia, after being hit by a Viet Cong rocket- 
propelled grenade. 
Board declares causes 
of 1967 bridge collapse 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
crack in a chain link caused 
the collapse of the 40-year-old 
Silver Bridge at Point 
Pleasant, W. Va., four years 
ago, the National Safety 
Board said yesterday. 
The suspension bridge, 
which connected Point 
Pleasant and Gallipolis, Ohio, 
'ell into the Ohio River Dec. 
15, 1967.    Forty-six  persons 
were killed and nine injured. 
The board said the bridge's 
suspension system consisted 
of 45 to 55-foot-long steel bars 
connected by steel pins. It 
was the failure from corrosion 
of one of these pins that 
caused the 1,753-foot structure 
to fall. 
The federal agency blamed 
neither the builders nor 
designers for the failure, 
Needed two male roomates for 
saying the collapse was the 
result of the convergence of 
several trends, each of which 
was common in enginnering 
practice in the era in which it 
was designed and the 
existence of a small crack 
which grew with time. 
The agency said there is 
only a remote chance of an 
identical collapse in the St. 
Mary's Bridge 90 miles up- 
stream the only similar span 
In the United States. 
The board said failure of 
the connecting link made total 
collapse of the structure 
inevitable. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Railpax board chairman 
David W. Kendall came under 
heavy fire from Western state 
senators yesterday. But he 
told a Senate Appropriations 
subcommittee his National 
Railroad Passenger Service 
Corp. believes its plan for 
intercity train service offers 
the best chance of attracting 
the traveling public back to 
the railroads. 
Kendall said the best way 
to meet that objective is to 
"start with a restricted basic 
system covering the routes of 
highest  ridership  demand." 
He said that the cor- 
poration would seek to 
"develop innovative services 
and marketing concepts, and 
gradually expand the system 
as public confidence is 
renewed and prudent finances 
permit." 
SEN. MIKE MANSFIELD 
ill Muni i charged that 
Railpax "has given the 
national railroads the op- 
portunity to embark on a mass 
passenger train discon- 
tinuance." 
"If Railpax isn't interested 
in starting off on the i ight foot, 
perhaps it would oe best to 
withdraw all funds already 
appropriated," Mansfield 
added, so the corporation 
"will not be able to operate 
after May 1." 
Mansfield said his section 
of the country would not be 
receiving effective service 
under the Railpax plan. 
"If Railpax isn't going to 
succeed in serving the nation, 
and I mean the 48 contiguous 
states, then it should not 
begin. As proposed, only the 
Northeast Corridor from 
Washington, DC, to Boston, 
will receive more than 
skeletal scheduling of' 
passenger trains," Mansfield 
said. 
SEN. GALE MCGEE   iD- 
Wyo.i, urged the committee 
"to rescind any public funds 
ear-marked for the Railpax 
corporation, and to deny any 
future requests for funds until 
Congress receives a detailed 
justification of route selection 
and restoration of rail 
passenger routes across 
Wyoming." 
McGee said that under 
terms of the 1970 Rail 
Passenger Service Act the 
Secretary of Transportation 
had been directed to take into 
account the need for service 
"within and between all 
regions of the continental 
United States-I stress the 
word all." 
Grant to provide funds 
for color television 
The University will have 
color instructional television 
next fall due to a grant 
received from the United 
states Office of Education 
and an additional $26,201 
allocated by the University, 
according to Dr. Duane 
Tucker, director of University 
broadcasting and project 
director. 
Dr. Tucker said the project 
will include the addition of 
color receivers In classrooms 
and the broadcasting of color 
programs. "Chiefly, the grant 
will be used to Improve the 
quality of instruction ," he 
explained. 
Some 15 University courses 
now utilize black and white 
television. Immediate plans 
call for color programming in 
science and fine arts courses, 
where color will most Improve 
the instruction. 
William Williams, director 
of instructional television, 
said that television courses in 
biology and art provide a 
common experience through 
showing experiments and 
works of art. Since color in 
these classes is important, 
black and white programming 
is sometimes useless, he 
pointed out. 
Find out what it is like 
atZBT 
The only INDEPENDENT Fratenity 
See the proof that you don't 
have to think Greek 
to go Greek 
8:30 - 10:30 tonight ZBT House 
Students exhibit skills 
in management 'game' 
A team of four Bowling 
Green University students 
demonstrated their marketing 
and management skills In 
competition with 40 colleges in 
the United States and Canada 
recently. 
The students were winners 
of the runner-up trophy In the 
Emory University Inter- 
collegiate Business com- 
petition in Atlanta. 
The 40 schools par- 
ticipating in the management 
game were each assigned to 
"manage" a fictitious com- 
pany which was losing money. 
The four members of each 
team acted as newly-hired 
executives who have been 
assigned to show a profit for 
the company. 
TB^y 
Rush Open House 
Featuring 
The Phi Mu Washboard Band 
Tonight 
7:30-9:30 
All interested men invited 
According to Bowling 
Green's team captain, John 
Dye, senior (BA), the team 
decided such things as the 
prices of the company's 
products, amount of ad- 
vertising used, number of 
units produced, number of 
salesmen hired, as well as 
questions of expansion and 
maintenance of the company 
plant. 
The game covered three 
years of company 
management during the six- 
week competitive period. 
Answers were sent to Emory 
University, where a computer 
was programmed to judge the 
management competence of 
each team. 
At the end of the six weeks, 
the four-member teams from 
all 40 states traveled to 
Atlanta for the final phases of 
'he competition. 
Financial aid 
applications 
Applications for 
Financial Aid for the 
1971-72 academic year 
are available in the 
Student Financial Aid 
Office, Room 305, 
Student Services 
Building. The deadline 
for applying is April 15. 
i SOLID MILK 
1 CHOCOLATE RABBITS 
£t)  Made with 
| ChLlate. 37*4 77• 
1 
1 FRUIT and 
| NUT EGG 
jj^ Chocolatecovered nut 
^ and fruit combination. 
®  4 OZ. I 
Visit 
Dorseys Pipe Shop 
A WIDE ASSORTMENT 
OF PIPES AND TOBACCOS 
FOR YOUR SELECTION 
DORSEYS DRUGS 
BY THE TRACKS" 
GET YOUR 
PERSONALIZED 
'PuJfy Sty 
WITH 
YOUR  INITIALS 
A lovely pinky ring, JO popu- 
lar now, engraved with your 
initials. Choice of satin or 
polished finish. 
In 10 hi. GolJ F.il.d 
Ol Sibling Sll>« 
S2.95 & engraving 
Dill 
Jewelers 
129 S. Main 
t 
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SHA begins studies 
By Desnii Seeds 
The Student Housing 
Association (SHA) has un- 
dertaken four new studies, 
hopefully aid the off-campus 
student 
Bruce Mlsamore, co- 
ordinator of SHA. said in 
about four weeks a landlord 
evaluation form will be mailed 
to every off-campus student. 
We want to find out what 
kinds of landlords we have in 
Bowling Green, Mlsamore 
said. "We'll feel were not Just 
recommending a living room 
and two bedrooms; we're 
recommending a whole 
apartment." 
A SECOND SURVEY just 
completed is a study of the 
food costs for the off-campus 
student's meals. This will 
help the student in his food 
budget, added Misamore. 
A telephone survey will be 
taken soon to find out if 
students would favor a 
tenant's insurance policy. 
Misamore noted that the 
landlord is not liable should 
the renter's possessions be 
stolen or damaged, unless 
negligence on the landlord's 
part can be proven. 
The insurance policy could 
be designed for an individual, 
or for a group of four, or any 
number, Misamore added. 
Finally, the SHA is at- 
tempting to have landlords 
allow married students' 
housing needs to have priority 
over other students, in an 
attempt to alleviate the ex- 
and 
The 
the 
has 
treme shortage of bousing far 
married students. 
MANY STUDENTS ARE 
unaware of the services the 
SHA provides, Misamore 
noted. "We'll go over any 
lease with the student, 
advise him," he said, 
damage clause In 
Valentine leases which 
been omitted is one result of 
such efforts. 
Misamore noted that some 
students have not had that 
clause stricken from the lease 
and should do so immediately. 
Also, the carpet cleaning 
deduction in the Newlove 
leases has been stricken, he 
said. 
A survey of the costs of 
csrpet cleaning     by 
professional firms in Bowling 
Green showed that none of the 
fees are as high as  the 
deduction made according to 
the   Valentine leases. 
Most of the complaints the 
SHA handles are damage 
deposits, maintenance, and 
lease problems. The office 
publishes pamphlets designed 
to aid the off-campus students 
also, as well as the Guideline, 
the bi-weekly housing list. 
The SHA is working with a 
staff of ultimately nine 
representatives for the off- 
campus students. As of now, 
there are four, and additional 
representatives  are  needed. 
"We need students who are 
juniors or sophomores now, 
preferably from the area they 
want to represent," Misamore 
said. 
SHA 
chief 
No»o»hoto by J.I 
Bruce Misamore, coordinator of 
the Student Housing Association, 
has announced that the 
organization will be mailing a 
landlord evaluation form to off- 
campus students. 
GUARANTEED SAVINGS 
For Easter Food Cravings 
GREAT SCOT 
HOMOGENIZED 
MILK 
EVERYDAY 
PRICE 
Decorated for Easter     Vn^ei Food Cake $1.25 
Gilligan to offer bill 
seeking minerals tax 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
Gov. John J. Gilligan said 
yesterday he would recom- 
mend an outright ban on strip 
mining if he becomes con- 
vinced reclamation won't 
work. 
Gilligan, at a news con- 
ference, said a bill would be 
offered in the legislature this 
week seeking a five per cent 
severance tax on minerals 
removed  from Ohio soil. 
The estimated $23 million a 
year the proposal would 
produce will be used to 
reclaim spoiled land left from 
previous stripping and mining 
operations, he said. 
Asked if the bill would 
force any stripminers out of 
business, Gilligan said, "Part 
of the cost of doing business is 
destruction of our land for 
generations to come...they 
will be put out of business." 
GILLIGAN SAID West 
Virginians were already 
convinced that reclamation 
would not work and that an 
outright ban on stripping was 
necessary. 
Gilligan, however, said he 
believed reclamation could be 
accomplished. 
The fact that Gilligan 
would seek such a tax had 
been known since Saturday. 
The tax would be levied on 
the gross market value of all 
severed resources excluding 
timber. It would hit the coal 
industry hardest--an 
estimated $10.6 million a year. 
SAE 
Open house 
All interested men 
invited 
Tonight 8-10 ot the house 
Jackets 
Belts 
Flares 
Bells 
Leathers 
And Other Seat Covers 
is now open 
11-10:00 daily 
at 
°osters 
Shirts 
Vests 
Incense 
Cords 
Girls   Aid 
Guys 
Stadium   Plaza HOT PANTS 
Art la 
1TTT=ri
     
nn
 Want to live 
comfortably and 
not be crammed 
into an apt.? 
Why not try CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
Look at the demensions on this floor plan: 
Living room— I6'«I3'    Kitchan   — 7'7"«S'2"   Dining Room — 8'3"«8'2"   Bodrooms - M'sllT" 
All the space in the world for $65/mo. 
per person on a 12 mo. lease 
(rent slightly higner on a 9 mo. lease) 
All apartments will be: 
compl.t.y lurniih.il 
•rlrtl • din.lt.  (or  n« 
and Student d.ibi 
garbog. di.po.ol 
cablo viilon 
with  wall-tO-woll  cotp.ting 
built with boleoni.i 4 patio, 
plu. individuol hooting 
and cooling control, 
and W both 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE! 
Now Leasing for 12 or 9 md. at the rental     office crs. of S. College & Napoleon Kd. 
stop in or phone 
354-7731 or 352-9378   • X 
Protein 21 Shampoo 
Hot Cross Buns 
8< each 
Prices good through 
lues., April 13, 1971 
1616 E. WOOER 
In Stadium View Plaza 
WE ARE OPEN 
DAILY     I   SUN. 
7:45a.m. 10p.m. 110 a.m. 6 p.m. 
LISTEN tonight from 7:30 to 9:30 
to Groovology 93 WAWR 93.5 FM 
for a 2 hour special from Great Scot. 
ALL QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED 
Great Scot -; i 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES WL. 
Foge 6/Th. BG News, Wednesday, April 7, 1971 
Hoover! 
By Mark Brown 
Associated Preu Writer 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
John Edgar Hoover, the 76- 
year-old living legend that 
heads the FBI, is taking on 
some characteristics of a 
political football as his 
Democratic critics exchange 
fire with the Republican 
administration. 
The latest round in what is 
becoming a widening con- 
troversy over Hoover's 
stewardship of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation was 
opened on the House floor 
Monday by Democratic 
Leader Hale Boggs of 
Louisiana. 
Accusing the FBI of tap- 
ping congressmen's 
telephones, putting agents on 
college campuses and 
"adopting the tactics of 
Hitler's Germany and the 
Soviet Union," Boggs 
declared: 
"The time has come for the 
*jkt 
Oder good 
Tuesday, April 6th 
Thru 
Tuesday April 13th 
Like Onions? 
Get them free on any pizza 
from Pisanello's 
Just ask for thorn 
Open 5 a.m. - 1 a.m., 2 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 
352-5166 
fe 0r M w
        352-6782        • 
Free delivery, of course 
. -STAIMVM-2S 
352-026S 
S-P-E-C-l-A-L 
2 Day. Only •• W.d. & Thur.   Apr. 7-8 
F.otuc.. . 7:30, 9:30 
EXTRAORDINARY!" 
A MILESTONE! 
-Playboy 
From them to you. 
MM 
JOAN BAG   •   DAVID HARRIS 
»   "Carry it grog 
1 Joan sings the title song and a dozen more. | 
Start* Friday, April 9 
"My Fair Lady" 
t:.8   iCinenta-Z T.I. 352.0265 
Held over - 9th Record Week! 
7   ACADEMY AWARD 
'    NOMINATIONS '"" 
'B..t Picture   'B.il Actor   'Best Actress 
E.. - 7:30, »;30 - Sot. k Sun. Cm. hen 3 Ml 
puuwk*i pnuwbPWSims 
JoHn MarleyftRay Milland 
OP-o- a caw iMK-wi'fWW 
FBI chief controversy widens 
as congressmen exchange fire 
Attorney General of the 
United Slates to ask for the 
resignation of J. Edgar 
Hoover." 
ATTY. GEN. John N. 
Mitchell immediately replied 
from Key Biscayne, Fla., that 
Boggs "has reached a new low 
in political dialogue." He said 
he had no intention of firing 
Hoover and added that Boggs 
"should recant at once and 
apologize to a great and 
dedicated American..." 
One FBI insider tried to put 
the exchange in political 
context. 
"That's the Republicans 
talking to the Democrats," he 
said of Mitchell's long- 
distance retort. "And Boggs, 
that's the Democrats talking 
to the Republicans." 
Boggs' charge comes on 
the heels of a statement last 
month by Sen. Joseph M. 
Montoya, D-N.M., that the 
Justice Department had 
monitored   telephone  con- 
versations by some senators. 
HE SAID, without offering 
any evidence, that "we do 
have proof that Democrats 
have been monitored." 
Montoya did say that "I'm 
also concerned that even 
Republicans were 
monitored." 
Both Mitchell and an FBI 
spokesman denied the in- 
vestigative agency had or 
would ever tap the telephone 
of a member of Congress. 
Said Mitchell: "Let me 
repeat categorically: The 
FBI has not tapped the 
telephone of any member of 
the House or Senate, now or in 
the past." 
In a later telephone in- 
terview, Boggs retorted that 
"not only will I not apologize 
but I am astonished that the 
attorney general of the United 
States lias so little regard for 
the Bill of Rights and that he 
continues to defend this in- 
competent man." 
WHILE DECLINING to be 
specific about his charges, 
Boggs said he would have 
further comment soon, ad- 
ding: 
"I state to you 
categorically that everything 
I said today was true. I do not 
speak lightly.   I speak very, 
very carefully." 
Until Boggs offers his proof 
the greatest significance of his 
charges is that they were even 
made by a member of the 
congressional  establishment. 
Hoover nas been assailed 
before, most recently bv Sen. 
GeorgeS.McGovern (DS.D.), 
the sole announced 
Democratic presidential 
candidate. But while dutifully 
answering McGovem on what 
they say are factual errors, 
FBI sources privately tend to 
write off his attacks as an 
attempt to make political hay. 
BUT WITH Boggs' assault, 
the criticism of Hoover has 
reached a crescendo un- 
paralleled in his 46-year 
tenure . 
Within the past six months, 
Hoover and the FBI have been 
accused of bungling civil 
rights investigations, racism, 
sacrificing good law en- 
forcement, to glory seeking 
and purging those within the 
ranks who would dare to 
criticize. 
Published accounts of 
stolen FBI documents have 
purported to show the 
bureau's wide-spread sur- 
veillance and infiltration of 
black organizations, student 
groups and the peace 
movement. 
Critics say the FBI has 
been unable to catch a "Most 
Wanted" fugitive since the 
arrest of Angela Davis in New 
York last October or to even 
identify the persons respon- 
sible for the bombing of the 
Capitol 37 days ago. 
'Vote-18' hearing slated 
for April 16 in Union 
Should 18-year-olds be 
be allowed to vote in state and 
local elections in Ohio? 
This political football will 
be the topic of a public hearing 
scheduled for Friday, April 16 
at 1:30 pin in the Alumni 
Room, Union. 
The hearing will be con- 
NEWL0VE APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED 
Leasing September 1 to June 15 ... 
$65.00 each student 
Leasing September 15 to June 15 ... 
$70.00 each student 
Each Apartment Includes: 
Two bedroom 
Carpeted and drapes included 
Approximately 31 feet of storage 
Coppertone stove and matching refrigerator 
Seperate air-conditioning and healing systems 
Gas, water, sewage furnished 
Four persons each apartment 
All buildings are new 
Located three blocks from campu* 
NEWLOVE KCALTY 
328 South Main 
Phone 353-7331 or 352-5161 
HHUHHII 
R.li 
i|ipn 
II: II 
HOWl INC.   GUI IN OHIO THEATRE 
NOW SHOWING 
at 7:15 and 9:45 Sat. Mot at 2 and 4:40 
"CROMWELL IS A SMASHIN6 VICTORY, 
an epic, a terribly relevant page of his- 
tory illuminated brilliantly!" 
—JOHN SCHUBECK. WABC-TV 
"RICH AND REWARDING! /&        * 
PMTUQAI t lalftl" —~        m     "    *_-< ENTHRALLING! 
-/udith Crist. New York Magazine 
COLUMBIA PICTTRKS 
present i an 
IRVINO ALLEN 
PRODUCTION 
RICHARD 
HARRIS 
ALEC 
GUINNESS 
(tronwell 
*.—-».i k, KKN Hl«,MBS 
DON'T MISS THE SPLENDOR 
AND PAGEANTRY OF ENGLAND 
ducted by a Joint legislative 
committee chaired by State 
Senator Stanley J. Aronoff (R. 
Cinci.), and State Rep. Fred 
Young (R.- Dayton). 
THE COMMITTEE has 
already held hearings in other 
cities in southwest, central 
and northwest Ohio. It will 
also be appearing in Toledo 
and Lima on the day of the 
Bowling Green hearing. 
Witnesses will include a 
representative of the Wood 
County Board of Elections, 
county chairmen from both 
political parties, the League of 
Women Voters, university 
personnel and student leaders. 
According to Sen. Aronoff, 
the  hearing  is   open. 
PUZZLE 
By Clara R. Cross 
ACROSS 
I Pilaster. 
r> FiiMK'ii 
rlcruymun. 
Ill SinUK 
iHTMin. 
1-1 Eye worms. 
l.'i Animal f»t. 
Hi Change 
ilccnr. 
17 An ute-f 
resin. 
Ill Mm I fresh. 
2il l..ist Spanish 
<|llrt II 
21 Cinch. 
22 Virgin. 
24 Slurkiqi 
IHTSOII. 
2-'> 1-■" i.il 
twitches. 
2li Mnrnse. 
2!l Was 
iiii|n>rtiiiit. 
!t.'l African 
lilies. 
:»4 I .si's men. 
35 Miss (inline. 
3li Seethe. 
;I7 Abrasions. 
:)« European 
river. 
:t!i Income I'as 
Bureau: 
nlilir. 
411 l.iiniiiuiries. 
II linulil   Nithl 
I2(jualil} <if 
nasal speed,. 
44 Trees nnil 
shriilis. 
l.'i Cuts nil. 
411 Hani uf 
hearing 
17 Courteous, 
.'ill Pertaining 
In iilmies: 
vnr. 
."ll Constrictor. 
.'■4 C.llj  in 
I'enna. 
53 Fitnncl- 
sh.ipcil 
dower. 
.IK Warmth. 
511 TII Iks: Fr. 
IMI lU'iiiaimlcr. 
til Greek 
ghosts. 
02 Rase 
steadily. 
03 I ..i ml 
measures. 
DOWN 
I -«ter _••. 
2 Pnrt of 
speech. 
3 Scarlett's 
estate. 
4 Cobra. 
I Banner. 
6 Set up, as a 
business: 
abbr. 
7 Eagerly c\- 
pectant. 
X Mule 
nickname. ■J Hermits. 
in I.anil. 
II  Tear. 
12— fixe. 
1.1 Evening or 
uiflht —• 
IX Slaves. 
23 Performs. 
24 Killed. 
25 Accepts. 
2li Black buck. 
27 Extreme. 
2H rnstrntifieil 
loam. 
2» I'nllc. 
3d Forlitlealion. 
31 Turn inside 
■ ml. 
32 Challenges. 
34 Gravy 
vessels. 
37 Small 
salaries. 
38 Kin* of 
Norwav, 
tut'.ni u 
nliellilig. 
41 Discern- 
ment. 
43 Strangers. 
44 Head. 
46 Prevent. 
47 Quick look. 
48 Burden Her. 
4» Double 
dealer. 
341 North's TV 
ring. 
51 German 
beverage. 
52 River in 
Yorkshire. 
Kan 
AS Quantities: 
abbr. 
3(i Hiver Island. 
57 — la la. 
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# Field Enterprises, Inc., 1071 
Solution Lo YcR.erdiy'tt I'uxzlr 
•-' A M sBs 0 H A D c \ 
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A ■      : I 0 
h II N 1) \l M b N 
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n Rl A r i 1 NTATP^ 
nmm    nnn    nnrfirjp 
inHnnn    HEE BED 
F1 A K R A u s 
i AiSI-B 
- 
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its 
f R S 1 N 1 K . | A N I AN SSJ» i* L ill 
< KYPT(M;RAM — B) Barbara l. HUSK 
SPOOK AI.I A    HI" EXT-SP EN: T 
VI      Nil PI   A    AH LA    HLKIAI 
I I. A V P I . 
Yesterday's cryptogram: I.eiiglhy  girulTc has 
laryngitis, 
mw   CLaSSIFIED   ■ > 
I   » M P I. S       HIKMIIK 
PHIPPIP MORTON, Con- 
temporary Jmler 111 W. 
Woostor 
rond.     ISO    Bill     J72-4034 
April   7     1171   Wrdsridsy gUESTION: Whst is Yamslui 
Corn, desk dresser chair set 
Sell   for   first   OS   S2-SSM 
Opening for 1 man in apt. 331 
Winthrop South 44 pin 1st mo 
free 
Dr. Allan I.. Allenspack. Department of Zoology and 
Physiology, Miami University, will present a seminar on 
Ulu-aslurculral Cytochemistry of the Golgl Complei" 
112 Ufe Science at 4:00 pm 
Sociology Colloquium, Wednesday April 7, Alumni Room 
at 4:00 pm Dr William Peterson from Depl of Sociology 
al Ohio State University will speak. His topic U "Fsmlly 
Planning vs Populauon Planning" 
$50 REWARD 
for information leading to the 
arrest of anyone stealing or 
attempting to steal plsxa's 
from the csrs of the Falcon. 
Paglial's    or    Pisanello's 
Sailboat. 17V Folboat. 
Surfer, use for fishing. Hunt, 
Canoe. PoslUve flotation, 
sails, paddles, car top carrier, 
eiceeds any canoe on the 
market 
New air<ond apt. summer 
easy walking distance Hurry 
and call 352-7764 
1  Br. furnished  Greenvlew 
Apt  Summer Qt JS2-0M1 
Whether you ere a 101 or a graduate student you sre 
welcome to come Open to Everyone and this week you 
will discover someone very important in French 
dvUltaUon. Its name Is FERNANDEL. French Club. 
Alumni     Room.     Union     4:30 
Fln-N-Falcon Scuba Club will 
meet Mon., April 12. 730 pm 
River Room INSTEAD of Sun, 
April 4. Bring Fla. Pictures 
and slides etc. Patchs are In 
Anyone Is welcome 
GE portable stereo for sale 130 
inquire at 304 S. Prospect 
Apt for Summer lease. 3 male 
roommates needed, Newlove 
' E. Merry St.. Great location 
Call Tom 372-1141 
Must Sell   65 Corvair Good 
conditton Phone 352-9315 
Slaome-a living theatre production tryouts Wednesday 
April 7 6:30-7:00 pm Froum -Student Services Building 
Persons are available   CALL 
2-2061 Counseling Center 320 
Student Services 
Red Sunbeam Alpine A-l cond. 
J7M576 
V.M. Stereo Amp and Turn- 
table Call 3924110 after 5 pm 
Urgent! Male roommate 
needed immediately CALL 
Dave 352-7656 
A WRA LeglslaUve Board meeting open to all to come. 
Discussing spring acUviUes 206 Women's Building at 7:00 
pm 
ANSWER 
HONDA 
BETTER   THAN 1M7 Dodge Dart 1875 Call i- 
9062 Ask for Bob 
UFE will meet in 201 Hayes st 7 00pm 
BRIDGE I.FSSONS for the spring term begin tonight, 
Wednesday. April 7 at 7 o'clock In the Wayne Room of the 
Union. ReservaUons should be made in the Union Ac. 
Unties Office phone 372-2343 
Congratulations to Ken Frew 
and . Mary Hlrsch. 
Pisanello employees, who 
made the'dean's list winter 
quarter 
1M0 Volvo Coupe needs love 
ISO 1744967 after 9 
GREENV1EW APTS now 
renting for SUMMER k FALL 
oneli two b. room. Pool. 
Laundry. Rec. room. Special 
Summer Rates Inquire at 
Office 214 Napoleon Rd. 2 pm- 
6pm MOIKS.II 
For Sale  64 Olds F 44 Good 
Body 3924907 
2 bedroom Modern apartment 
for 4 male or female for 
summer quarter call after 
6pm 191-3143 
All pipers, dancers and anyone interested In Scottish 
Culture are invited to attend The Scottish Culture Society 
in the Perry-Crogan Room of the Union at 8:00 pm. 
Hikers snd Backpackers. 
Free Catalog. Ttmperllne 
Trails. 219 Zelley Ave., 
Moorestown.     N.J      06097 
HARI.EY   TRIKE,   chopped 
runs A-l. 3534591 
Industrial Education and Technology Association will 
meet in 107 Hanna at 8:30 pm. 
Congratulations Karen and 
Walt on your engagement The 
ADPi'l 
Apt. for summer 196-mo 
person 4 man air-cond. 2 full 
baths pool June's rent Paid!! 
392-9324      after      4:00 
3 bedrm Varsity Sum sublet 
•M-month local Phone k all 
utilities paid air-cond. fur- 
nished 392-9374 
earn    115     Call    371-4870 
Sue-ContratulaUons on your 
DU pinning You Hot Dog KD 
love. Paulelte 
Avail   for Summer NOW 217 
Thurstln Manor CAI.1.3924123 
Available for summer air- 
cond. one bedroom, furnished 
spt. three blocks from campus 
392-7874 
Hide needed to Boston, Mass 
Fri   April   9   Call   372-9372 
Ride needed to Ithaca. NY 
Fri.   April   9   Call   372-9372 
Ride needed to Warren. Niles 
ares Wed. or Thurs Will pay 
393-9583 
"MEN of all trade* to NORTH 
SLOPE. ALASKA and the 
YUKON, up to 12800 s month. 
For complete information 
write to Job Research. P.O. 
Bos 111, Stn-A. Toronto, Ono. 
Enclose S3 to cover cost 
Phi Tau Cagers-No. 1   Good 
Luck In the state Tourney! 
Two 1-rm Efficiencies. 2 
blocks frm. campus must 
sublet summer tSSO; 860-mo 
Steve 3924989:  Pam 352-0797 
Sublet for Summer 4 man apt 
1150 per man tor summer s< 
352-7680 
Bean k Ton- Color your world 
with hope and love for you. 
Congrats   Edge k Dale 
F. rm-mate needed summer 
qtr and nest year. Special 
rates Call 3524394 
Ride Nceded-Thts Weekend to 
Chicait 0-2-1856 
Wsnted Paid Little League 
Umpires will train Phone 393- 
7701 
Ksth>-Congratulations on 
your APO plnnlng-Love In 
KD. Your Sisters 
Summer 3 man Palmer a-c 
392-7795. CHEAP 
4 MAN APARTMENT FOR 
FREE! June that is. July 4 
August 850 per month. Air 
conditioned fully furnished 
year old ideal location Inquire 
immediately at Hump's 
Bargain   Basement   3924207 
Rides Avail, to Lynchburg. 
Va. area any weekend. Share 
Espenses  Call 392-3053 
Wanted  Baas Guitar  Player 
for Rock Band 3724749 
Congratulations Denise on 
your Phi Kappa Tau 
Lavalierlng. Your ADPi 
Sisters 
2-msn at Greevniew for 
summer June Paid Extras 
CALL 392-3093 
Wanted  Roommate, apt. 415 
C   N.   Main   W0    372-4024 
Riders needed to N. Jersey 
Leave this Thurs. afternoon 
and return Sunday Night Call 
Pollock 392-7091 
Ride Available tor two to 
WASH DC. Leaving Friday 
morning 352-4961 
Responsible pleasant person 
to be day-time companion for 
lovely and lively elderly lady. 
No housework duties Just 
eating, chatting, reading etc. 
Will consider part- or full- 
time Call collect itltl 478- 
3859 or (4191 4744842 for 
details 
FOR     SALE    OR     RENT 
New Panasonic FM-AM 
Stereo Table Radio with 8- 
track stereo tape player 
system Call after 4:00 344-2291 
1 or 2 male roommates needed 
tor summer quarter 14 block 
from camnus Contact Bill or 
Jerry I72-40M 
Unfurnished one br. apt. 
available starting In June nice 
8110-month csll 3924183 
Ride Available lo Rochester 
N.Y. Thurs. AprU I. Call 616- 
3421 
Summer job opportunity 
attractive personable coed 
needed for cosmetic coun- 
seling May begin this quarter 
Call  352-7168 
For Sale Mobile Hone. IN* 12 
x 80 Buddy. 3 bedrooms. 
washer and dryer, porch, 
steps, skirting, utility building 
all set up on rental lot in Jerry 
City I 
Apt. Sublet Summer Winthrop 
South 2 man air conditioned 
J5242S8 Nights 
FURNISHED HOUSE-for I 
female students available 
June 19 (40 per month each 
plus utilities easy walking 
distance to campus Ph. 353- 
8069 
Apt available summer qtr. 2 
man air cond furnished 352- 
5866 
Apt. for summer Greenvlew 2 
man   149  per mo.  392-7760 
LOST FOUND    PERSONALS 
89 VW Bus 821.800 Cl. 350 9625. 
3524827 
Sublease   Apt.   Summer   3 
people 150 ea  352-7861 
AIR CONDITIONED 2 man 
Greenview apt. to sublet for 
summer Call 391-7439 
LOST: Black Female Cat; red 
collar, last seen on campus 
REWARD Ph  344-9474 
MStNESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SPECIAU-choice of spa, (2 
sen.i or veal par. (1 sen.) 
Each served with small 
Italian salad an homemade 
bread-41 29 at Ye OUt Plus 
Pub 9 00 7:00 
For Sale 88 REd M.G Midget 
wirewheels. radio, tonneau 
cover, excellent cond. best 
offer caU 3434313 
Girl to share apartment near 
campus 3534988 
Needed-HISTORY MAJOR to 
BEYOND THE  ORDINARY 
Custom Engagement Rings bv 
08 Chevelle 317 lap 353-4404 
sfter      9:80 
For Sale Classics! Guitar good 
Apartments available for 
summer rentals only. Very 
near campus. Phone 342-7380 
House for sale 3 bedroom near 
downtown and University 
Under 114,000 Call 341-090 
after 600 
Find out about our reduced 
summer rates at Fslcon 
Square Apartments-3544849 
after     600 
Urgent! 1 Male roommate 
needed for summer qtr. 8149 is 
all you pay for entire qtr. pool, 
air-cond. walking distance 
from campus (Winthrop 
Terrace) CaU Jim at 3924128 
Crisis Phone 352-PLUS 
/ 
>* 
bunts  'n' punts 
Distance Dmmmings 
NCAA's, UK relays 
ByVtnMaaaix 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green's four mile relay team began it's second 
annual quest for the crown of "best in the world," this past 
Friday at the Kentucky Relays. 
They didn't exactly run a blazing race, but the Falcon 
quartet-Bob McOmber, Rick Schnlttker, Rich Breeie, and Sid 
Sink-did come in second which is five places better than a year 
ago, though Friday's time (17:27.4) was three seconds slower 
than last year's. 
Huh? 
"Bad weather was the difference," said Sink. "It waa thirty 
five degrees out, and windy as hell." 
Under those circumstances the four milers ran a disciplined 
race. Bob McOmber leading the first quarter of the pack of IS 
teams into the first baton exchange on a 4:24.5 effort. Rick 
Schnittker ran a 4:29.0 mile coming in second on the exchange 
by only ten yards The gap between the first and second teams, 
Illinois, and Bowling Green opened up to 15 yards by the time 
Rich Breeze did his bit for 4:17.4, handed off to the anchorman 
Sink. Sid ran his lex in 4: 1S.9, but he finished four or five seconds 
behind the Illinois' first place miler, whichis a difference of 
•nlrty <* forty yards. 
THE LAST TIME Sid finished second by a sizeable margin 
was in last months's NCAA Indoor Championships in Detroits's 
Cobo Arean. 
The man who bested him was none other than Mercury's 
answer to Jim Ryun, Marty Liquori. 
Hindsight is 20-20, and Sid thinks that if he hadn't waited so 
long around the middle of the race, he might be the current 
NCAA indoor champ In the two mile instead of Uquori. 
"I didn't get away from him when I should've. The pace was 
too slow, and I settled back (In third) like I always do," he said. 
"I took the lead with a little more than a half mile left, but he 
outkicked me with a lap to go." 
Pirate br T».l ip—'y 
Sid   Sink 
Any University woman 
looking for fun and games can 
now try her sports skills on the 
new women's lacrosse team. 
No physical contact is the 
major difference between the 
men's game and the women's 
version. 
Goal sizes are somewhat 
smaller for women, but the 
100-yard distance between 
goals remains the same in 
both male and female sports. 
The Women's  Recreation 
Association will provide the 
necessary playing experience 
and sport attire. Customary' 
dress for the ladies will be 
kilts and tunics. 
Practice times are Monday 
and Wednesday from 4:00 to 
5:15 p.m., with Miss Carol 
Durentini as team coach. 
Interested women should 
sign the list on the lacrosse 
bulletin board by the back 
door of the women's building. 
COCKROACHES! 
A Lot of Bowling Green 
Apartments Have Them — 
They Shouldn't 
Be A Stidtit Hotsiif  Association 
Representative 
Sign up for an interview at: 
405 S.5. BLDG. - April 6-9 
 i  
Falcons lose twice 
The BG News. Wednesday, April 7, 1971/Poae 7 
■HS4I 
By Harold Brown 
Sports Editor 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 
- The Bowling Green baseball 
team dropped two heart- 
breakers to the University of 
Michigan yesterday, 3-2 and 2- 
1. 
In the opening game of the 
doubleheader the Falcons fell 
behind 2-0 and had to rally in 
the top of the seventh for two 
runs to send the game into 
extra i innings. > 
Bruce Rasor got things 
started with a walk then Gary 
Haas singled. Greg Wylie then 
was out on a fielder's choice 
moving the runners to second 
and third. 
John Basalyga pinchhitting 
for starting pitcher Jeff Lessig 
struckout but BG's top hitter 
Rod Allen singled over the 
head scoring both 
Falcon runs. 
Dave Meites then came in 
to pitch two scoreless innings 
for Bowling Green and Doug 
Balr pitched the ninth and 
tenth taking the loss. 
Michigan got their winning 
run with two out in the tenth. 
Bair's record is now 1-3 for the 
year. 
In the second game things 
were scoreless until the 
bottom of the fifth when the 
Wolverines plated two runs. 
Steve Price started for the 
diamondmen and was hit from 
the start of the game. In the 
Goffers 18th 
The Bowling Green golf 
team totaled 106 strokes to 
finish 18th in the 23-team 
Furman Invitational golf 
tournament over the weekend. 
Rick Faulk was the 
medalist for the Falcons with 
an 80-74-154, two day total. 
Faulk is now the low man for 
BG after four rounds with an 
80.4 stroke average. 
Other Falcon scores were 
79-80-159 by Jim Stone: 80-83- 
163 by Jim Smith; 8044-164 by 
Dick Eric; 82-83-165 by Mike 
Garner an 85 by Scott 
Masters and an 84 by Steve 
Blowers. 
The linksmen are now 
preparing for the Ohio State 
Kepler Invitational this 
weekend at Columbus. It will 
be a good preview of the M/C- 
championships as all MAC 
schools are scheduled to 
participate in the event. 
first four innings Michigan 
had left a man on third base. 
The loss was Price's first of 
the season. 
BG came back with one run 
in the top of the sixth but could 
get no more runs. The Falcons 
got their lone run when pin- 
chhitter Ralph Clapp singled 
and moved around on a 
fielder's choice and a bounce- 
out pitcher to first. The team's 
second leading hitter Tom 
Bennett then singled in Clapp. 
The inning ended when 
Bennett was thrown out trying 
to steal second. 
Meites relieved again in 
the second game and pitched 
one inning of shutout ball. 
For today's game against 
Aquinas the probably starting 
pitcher will be senior Larry 
Marshall. Marshall U 0-0 this 
season with one save. This 
weekend BG opens Mid- 
American Conference play 
against Toledo with three 
games at Toledo. Probable 
pitchers are Lessig, Price and 
Balr. 
4 
sporrs 
Hockey awards dinner 
"I wasn't disappointed with the way I ran (8:38.0), I mean 
second in the NCAA," Sid winked. "But he's Just go too much 
speed for me." 
One week later Sid gave it all he had to a standing ovation 
from a Cleveland Arena crowd as he won the Knights of 
Columbus two mile in a meet record of 8:39.2. 
"They were going nuts. It's really something to win in front 
of aU the old home fans," he said. "It helps you run, because you 
want to put out more." 
"I remember watching this meet when I went to high school, 
and I still lived in Cleveland," Sid said. "I was in awe watching 
these good runners compete, and thinking wouldn't it be 
something if I could run here too someday. There I was, not Just 
running, but winning." 
THE EPITOMY OF putting out, and winning was Bowling 
Green's track team in its upset of Kent, and Ohio Universit/ 
Saturday. 
"That was gorgeous, wasn't it," said Jim Gagnet, a quarter 
miler who took third in the intermediate hurdles In :57.2. One 
place ahead of him was another Faicon, Paul Merriweather who 
clocked in a :56.8. Dave Fegley came in fourth in the in- 
termediates in :60.0. 
"The team was really unified, and nobody let anybody else 
down," said Jimmy. 
The team's pizzazz took on a frenzied pitch in the mile relay, 
because they knew they'd have the meet sewed up with a win 
here. 
Going around the final even, Ted Farver, the Bowling Green 
anchor man, held off the Kent runner, breaking his momentum, 
and then broke away himself, crossing the finish line a stride or 
so in front of his pursuers. 
Farver did get caught though, by his jubilant teammates who 
swamped him with hugs and "gimme fives." 
A gorgeous sight indeed. 
Ladies Lacrosse 
Baseball 
Weather? 
k.oapUro by L.O. FullMor 
Falcons bullpen coach Ron 
Wellman shows that the weather 
is more of a football nature than 
baseball as he dresses warmly 
against the cold Bowling Green 
wind. 
Sports Briefs 
The Bowling Green baseball team will be at home this af- 
ternoon against Aquinas College. Game time is 3:30 at Steller 
field. 
The Falcon lacrosse team will be at home tomorrow against 
Syracuse the number 11th ranked team in last season Lacrosse 
Newsletter. Game time is 3:30 at Perry field. 
Rich Walker of the basketball Falcons was one of four 
players named to the Ohio team for the Ohio-Indiana all-star 
games to be played April 23-24. Joining Walker on the Ohio team 
are Craig Love of Ohio University, Bubba Jones of Ashland 
College and Larry Barker of Wittenberg and eight other players, 
to be named later. 
Bill Koniewicr., senior 
defenseman was named the 
nocKey rawuM Most Valuable 
Player for the 1970-71 season 
at last night's awards dinner. 
The rugged defenseman 
saw double-duty most of the 
season as injuries hit the 
Falcons close defensemen. He 
appeared in 30 of BG's 31 
games scoring eight points on 
one goal and seven assists. 
In other awards announced 
at the dinner, Chuck Gyles 
was named the outstanding 
defenseman and Gerry 
Bradbury the outstanding 
forward. Bradbury also 
received the Sam Copper 
Trophy for scoring the most 
points, 52, during the season. 
Coach Jack Vivian also 
presented awards to freshman 
Bob Watson as the most im- 
proved player and Pete 
Badour the Lady Byng Award. 
The Lady Byng trophy is 
given to the player drawing 
the fewest penalties while 
making a major contribution 
to the team. 
Badour, played in all 31 
games, for BG without 
drawing a penalty and 
received the award for  the 
second consecutive year. 
During the season the 
Falcons were 18-12-1 with a 7-1 
mark and championship in the 
Mideastern Collegiate Hockey Rose 
Association.       The   icers 
produced a 13-game winning 
streak while almost vaulted     Readies 
the team into the top 10 of the 
national hockey ratings. 
AttoclMMf Pint Wlrvphore 
Cincinnati Reds outfielder Pete 
Rose suits up for Monday's 
opening game against the Atlanta 
Braves. The Reds were not ready 
however, as they committed six 
errors and dropped a 7-4 decision 
THETA CHI 
Presents 20th annual 
'Playboy" Party 
Wednesday April 7th 
8:00 to 12:00 
Featuring live entertainment 
BUNNIES & GO GO GIRLS 
ALLRUSHEES 
WELCOME 
She llniurrattii §>iu.p 
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.- 5:30 P.M. MON. thru SAT. 
Student  Charge  Accounts Welcomed 
532 E. Wooster 352-5165 
\ & 
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In the 'Soup' 
Goldie Hawn and Peter Sellers in "Girl.* 
ByMIkeFeley 
"There's a Girl In My Soup" I am 
sorry to report, is a very poor film. And 
that's really too bad. It looks like it has 
everything going for it. 
The male lead is Peter Sellers. Sellers 
seemed to have lost any gift for comedy 
which he displayed in earlier films, but 
was redeemed in "The Magic Christian." 
Goldie Hawn, who was the only reason 
"Cactus Flower" was such a funny film, 
is the female star here. Except for a few 
rare moments, both stars seem terribly 
bored with the basic poorness of the 
material they are given to work with in 
"Girl." 
The film's director, Roy Boulting, 
seems to be a fairly able one. He is know 
most recently for "The Family Way" and 
Ph... k, am CaWaa 
"Twisted Nerve." But Boulting seems 
unable to gain control of this film. His 
characters wander about the set, rattling 
off unfunny dialogue with no idea as to 
why they are moving or just what it is 
they are saying. 
The film does have some good 
moments, all of which come from Goldie 
Hawn. In this film, she has gotten away 
from her dumb blonde act and is a bit 
more serious. But she's so good at the 
dumb blond act that when it slips through 
into her performance it makes for the 
only laughs. 
The story line of the film goes 
something like this. Famous and 
wealthy British television personality 
(Sellers), who is getting on in years, but 
not yet sexually exhausted, spends his 
time off the air looking for young  ladies 
to share his bed. 
Eventually, he meets up with a 
nineteen-year-old American girl who is 
willing to share the bed, but not without 
the battle of the sexea first. 
The plot complicates and all ends well 
for the characters in the film. The only 
problem is that all does not end well for 
the audience. If the viewer has not 
walked out by the time the end titles roll 
onto the screen, he will probably feel that 
he has not seen a comedy film at all, but 
rather a series of reject television pilots 
starring Sellers and the girl from "Laugh 
In." 
And, if the two don't land in some 
better films to display their comic 
talents, that's just where they'll end up. 
"There's a Girl In My Soup" has been 
playing at theatres around the are*. 
More bod taste 
ByR.S.Denisoff 
MarkLevuw 
Mary (WS1907) is a solo album by the 
female member of Peter, Paul and Mary. 
Anne Murray fans will be delighted, 
folkies disappointed. Only "I Guess He'd 
Rather Be In Colorado," "The First 
Time," and Elton John's "Indian Sun- 
set" are of any real interest. Bring back 
Peter, Paul and Mary!! 
El  Chlcano  Revolucion  (Kapp   KS 
3640) is a Chicane version of BloodSweal 
and Tears, with occasional protest songs 
such as "Don't Put Me Down (If I'm 
Brown)." 
Raw's Raw HoUy (Coral CRL 757516) 
is a British quartet's, led by Ian Camp- 
bell, interpretation of the songs of the 
late, great Buddy Holly. The LP is 
uneven, but does have several good cuts 
such as "Not Fade Away" and "Well All 
Right." 
The Orease Band (Shelter SHE 8904) 
is a "Leon Russell with Delany and 
Bonnie" effort. This is like forty other 
i.Ps that have recently been released. 
Without Joe Cocker this group leaves 
much to be desired. 
Lenny  Dee's  Remember Me  (DL 
75255) is ultimately forgettable, except for 
those receiving social security 
payments. 
Thinks: School SUnks (ST 587) by 
Hotlegs features the group's one hit, 
"Neanderthal Man" and several other 
primodal sounding pieces. The rest is 
passable folk-rock. Early Beatles 
supporters should like this album. 
Fred Neil probably would have 
remained in Florida, soaking up the sun, 
if "Everybody's Talkin'" had not made 
him a very rich man. So Nell is back, live 
at Woodstock on Other Side Of This Life 
(Capitol ST 657) with a collection of his 
old material and a very few new pieces 
Including "Ya Don't MUs Your Water" 
and "Come Back Baby." One of the 
better folkie LP'a of this year. This 
record is available at the University 
Bookstore. 
Her Man..His Woman (Capitol ST 
571) is simply more of the dynamic 
(Tina) and (Ike???) without a live 
audience. Their "live" stuff is far better. 
Still this is a good record...we suppose. 
Bridge Over Troubled Water (Capitol 
ST 685) should be titled "Buck Owens 
Goes Uptown" as Buck tries his hand at 
folk-rock. This is a very pleasant record 
assuming one is free of ethnocentric bias. 
Glen Campbell fans will enjoy this 
collection of Paul Simon, Dylan, and 
Donovan songs done by Bakersfleld's 
richest man. We were more impressed 
by Owen's own compositions such as 
"San Francisco Town" and "The Devil 
Made Me Do That." 
Time U Running Out (BRS 312) is 
volume V of the Broadside series of 
protest songs compiled from the 
magazine. The songs, now bitter and 
violent, are by Collier and Kirkpatrick, 
Tom Parrott and Wendy Smith. They 
address the war, the counterculture, 
discrimination and the usual social ills. 
The record is available from the Blue 
Giraffe, 23-80 48th Street, Long Island 
aty, New York, 11103. 
wwwwwwrwmraimirstrmK 
It is your faithful arts editor's secret hope that you 
have missed having the Number 9 page around in the 
recent past. Through no one's fault, there just hasn't 
been enough space to run it on a regular basis. But, we 
still need copy and art for the page, especially photos 
or drawings in black and white. Drop all contributions 
off in 106  U. Hall. 
BJE 
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Photo by Bill MM*. 
People live from day to day, 
JCHtMB^W&jHfr&,*ie Bot do not count the time. 
They don't see the days slippin' by.... 
Here today.. 
Bj K. L. Rlchgura 
I guess I really underestimated you and over-estimated 
myself, Kathy. I guess I didn't fully credit the Impact you made 
on me, and yet I made myself believe that I had you out of my 
system.  I thought I did. 
I thought I had succeeded in erasing my mind of you and gentle 
autumn breezes; breezes that would softly caress and flow around 
us; breezes that would quietly dance to the twinkling stars of 
early evening. Those were the good times. Was it really just a 
few months (years? eons!) ago? No matter. It's just that all of a 
sudden you were gone and when you left you took a part of me 
with you (your trophy?).   But no matter. 
When I happened to see you again the soft fingers of autumn's 
breath had long since given way to winter. The chill air now had 
claws and the wind was cold and ley as it whipped the bare 
branches of the trees. I was leaving from where I had been and I 
suppose you were still going to where you wanted to go. 
I had Just reached mid-campus, and there the ever-present 
dogs were engaging in free play in the field, jumping and 
frolicking and rolling about. I watched from the steps of Williams 
as one gentleman pooch suddenly decided to prove he was more 
than Just bark, and be proceeded to give a chase to a likely- 
looking member of the pack. 
And what a chase! All over the field and around the trees they 
went; she out in front, but he hot on her heels. And he was gaining 
on her, slowly but surely. I figured that he deserved whatever he 
got after all that work, so I cheered him on. And then I heard a 
penetrating shout ring out. 
"Look out, Dog!  Run!" 
I looked across the field, and...there you were, Kathy, your 
cupped hands still raised, ready to shout further assistance if it 
was needed. It wasn't. The rhythmic stride of the pursuer had 
been broken by the sharp shout, and his object was now beyond 
reach. 
I watched your face, Kathy, and it recalled warm puffs of 
autumn air and soft velvety night skies dotted with stars. But 
then a triumphant sneer swept across your face as you watched 
the defeated dog trot wearily back from the chase. 
And I suddenly realized then that this wasn't Indian Summer, 
but winter, and It was cold and freezing and very, very barren. 
But I also realized that the attempts I had made to forget you and 
the old times had been in vain, and any future attempts would 
likewise be useless. 
So where do I go from here? I would ask for the return of that 
portion of me you took when you so abruptly left but I'm sure you 
have already pawned it for some other guy. I know I can't forget 
you, but I'm not sure if I want to or not. So where DO I go from 
here Kathy? I need some kind of answer. 
Take your time, but while you're thinking about it, I think 111 
step out of the wind. 
